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Communicated by M. M. Rao 
In our preceding paper [l], we have studied the fundamental properties of 
the direct limits of measure spaces. The present article is devoted to the study 
of the integration of direct limits of direct systems of real measurable functions, 
and in particular, of direct limits of systems of real random variables. These 
results will be useful in the stochastic calculus whenever the direct limit theory 
is essentially employed. 
1. ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF A DIRECT LIMIT OF MEXXJRE SPACES 
1. Preliminaries 
Let I be a right directed preordered set and (E&r a family of sets indexed 
by I. For each pair (01, j3) of elements of I such that 01< /3, letfsll be a mapping 
[2, Chap. 2, $3, Def. 21 of E, into E, . Let (Em ,fs,J be the direct system of sets 
with respect to the family of mappings (fsJ [l, $1, No. 11. Let G = uacI E, x {a} 
be the sum of the family (E&r and E = & E, the direct limit [I, $1, No. l] 
of the family (E&r with respect to the family (f&. 
For each 01 E I, let mZ, be a u-algebra in E, , and M = uorsr %I& x ({a}} the 
sum of the family (!l.l&),,, . M is a u-algebra in G [l, $1, Prop. 21. Suppose that 
the mappingsf,, are such that for each X, E !IRa we havefBa(XU) E !J+Qa , whenever 
01 < /k Let %lI = l& roZ, be the direct limit of the family (%J&JUE, . !J.?I is a 
u-algebra in E [I, 92, Theor. 11. Let f be the canonical mapping of G onto E 
and fE the restriction off to the set E, . For each X E Ill& there exists [2, Chap. 3, 
97, No. 5, Lemma l] a unique a E I such that X = $(XJ, where z,8 is the 
canonical mapping of q(G) onto p(G)/8 w h ere l? is the equivalence relation 
on ‘$(G) associated to the extensionfoffto the sets of subsets [l, Sec. 1, No. 31. 
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Then, by identification of p(G/R) with q(G)/& [l, Sect. 2, Theor. 11, for each 
X E 1uz, there exists a unique 01 E I such that X = f,(Xa) where X, E !I&, . 
Likewise, for each A E M there exists a unique 01 E I, such that A E %a , 
whence $m,(A) E W where 4 m, is the restriction of the canonical mapping $ to 
the u-algebra ‘Q, . But Gw,(A) E ‘$I 3 f(A) = f,(A) em; therefore we have 
the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. The canonical mapping f  of G onto E transforms each element 
of M into an element of )TJz, and conversely, each element of ‘3JI is the image by f 
of an element of M. 
2. Direct limits of direct system of measurable functions 
PROPOSITION 2. Let (E@ , fs,) b e a direct system of sets with respect to a right 
preorderd set I. For each 01 E I let ‘9J& be a u-algebra in E, ; let E = @ E, be the 
direct limit of the direct system (EU , fsoL) and fu the canonical mapping of E, into E. 
Suppose that the mappings fso satisfy the following conditions: 
(9 fs’&u fz mF3 3 V-G E mm 
(ii) fs, is (1111, , ‘9Ie)measurable mapping of E, into E, , whenever 01 < /3, 
Let 9JI = lim ‘9JI, be the a-algebra in E, direct limit of the family (9&J. Let F be a 
set and 9I a a-algebra in F. For each 01 E I, let u, be a (mm,, ‘%)-measurable function 
of E, into F, such that u, = us o fpB whenever 01 < /3. Under these conditions: 
(a) there exists a unique mapping u of E into F such that u, = u 0 fm ; and 
(b) u is a (%R, ‘%)-measurable function. 
The proof of Proposition 2, is a consequence of 
LEMMA 1. Let g be a mapping of a set A into a set B: let Y be a subset of B 
and X = g-l(Y). Then we have g(X) = Y. 
Indeed, 
g<g-YY)) c y * g<x> c y 
On the other hand, g-l< Y) = X = {x E A such that Vy E Y, 3x E X and y = g(x)} 
* y Ed 5 Y Cg(X). This Lemma is a slight extension of the result in 
[5, II 1.2.111. Let us now return to Proposition 2. The existence and uniqueness 
of u, result from [2, Chap. 3, $7, No. 6, Prop. 6, lo]; hence (a). 
On the other hand, u, : (!&, %)- measurable function, VCY E I * VY E ‘3, we 
have r&Y) = X, E 2& . Thus from (a): u;‘(Y) = f  ;l(u-l<Y)) = X, . Then, 
from Lemma 1 we get 
fmGK> = u-w>. 
But fn(Xa) E ‘98 (cf. Prop. 1); therefore, u-l(Y) E 902; whence (b). 
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PROPOSITION 3. Let (Ea , fs,) (respectively, F, , ge,) be a direct system of sets 
with respect to a directed preordered set I. For each 01 E I, let ‘9Jl= (resp. &) be a a- 
algebra in E, (resp. F,). Suppose that fBa (resp. geJ satisfies the following conditions: 
6) f&Q E me , V-K E ml, (yes3 gdy,) E % , VY, E % 
(ii) fso WP.gBJ is olJza 3QbWP. CJL I RJ> 
measurable function, whenever (Y < /3. Let f (resp. g) be the canonical mapping of 
G = U E, x (a> 
lXE1 
onto E = I&J E, (resp. F = ~~JSJ F,). Let (uD : E, + F& be a direct system of 
(!J& , ‘$&)-measurable functions u, for each 0: E I. Let kVl= lim %Jl, (resp. 92 = 
lim ‘$&) be the direct o-algebra of the famiZy (rpZ,) (resp. (%J). Under these con- 
ditions, the direct limit mapping u = l& u, of E into F is a (‘$ll, %)-measurable 
function. 
Proof. u=bu, *u~fa=garoua! for each 01~1 and VY E % there 
exists a CY EI such that [2, Chap 3, 97. No. 6, Lemma I]: 
On the other hand, 
u, is a (‘Da , %J-measurable function 
a u;l( Y,) = x, E m, 
* YE = %a> (by Lemma 1) 
=+- gm<ycx> = y  = &(%(X,>> = 4f&x>> 
=+ u-v> =f&Q by Lemma 1. 
On the other hand, we have (cf. Prop. 1) fa(X,) E !LN, whence u-l(Y) E 9.X. 
Therefore II is (‘$2, %)-measurable function. 
2. INTEGRATION OF DIRECT LIMITS OF REAL MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS 
1. Integration of direct limits of positive measurable fumztions 
Let (Em ,f&) be a direct system of sets satisfying the hypothesis (i) and (ii) 
of Proposition 3. Suppose moreover that fe. is an injective mapping of E, into 
E, whenever a: < /3. Let (E, !XJ& A) be [I, Sect. 4, Theor. 31 the direct limit 
measure space of the .direct system (E, , !D& , A,) of measure spaces, where h, is 
a positive measure on %Qti , for- each (y. E I. Let a+ be the Bore1 o-algebra in 
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R+ = [0, co]; let (uo: : E, -+ F, = R+) be a direct system of positive (9JIn, , a+)- 
measurable functions. 
For X, E 9JIJz, , we define the integral of U, with respect to the positive measure 
A, , by [3, Def. 1.231. 
the supremum being taken over all positive simple measurable functions S, such 
that 0 < S, < U, . 
Likewise, the integral of the (%I, a+)- measurable function u = lim U, with 
respect to the positive measure X = lim A, , is given by I(U) = sx u dh = 
sup jx s dh for X E !RI, where the supremum is taken over all (‘%I, a!,)-measurable 
simple functions, s of E = lim E, into R+ such that 0 < s < u, that is 
s = CisJ ajvx, , X, E ‘$I, Us E lF!+ . Thus Ix s d’h = &, a&X n Xj). On the 
other hand, there exists a unique 01 E I (cf. [2, Chap. 3, 97, No. 6, Lemma l] 
and Prop. 1 above) such that X = &(X,), Xi = fa(Xai), X, E !I& and X,j E )1Jz,, 
Vj E J. Thus 
But fs, injective mapping whenever 01 < /3 implies fa is an injective mapping of 
Ea into E [2, Chap. 3, 97, No 6. Remark 11, 
= c ajh,(Xa n X,j) = j S, dh, , where S, = C ajvx,j 
%I xu jel 
3 jxsdA = jxasadAa. 
Likewise 
s = 1 WPX’ = C %Vfa<X,‘> 
jP1 js1 
* s(x) = s(fa(xo)> = % 3 for f&J Ef4-&9 
s- s&) = aj for Xj E X,‘. 
Therefore, 0 < s(fa(xJ) < u(f,(x,)) =z- 0 < s, < II,, where U, = u o fa 
* j.r u dA = supoGsaGw, sx, S, dh, , (where supoGS,GU a means that the supre- 
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mum is taken over all positive (!D& , g+)-measurable simple functions such that 
0 < % < J4 
a j-/dA = lxN.,dh, 
Conversely for each (Y E I, consider the integral I(u,) of the positive (%Q , g+)- 
measurable function uE , given by 
For S, = CjeJ ajq+,j , J a finite subset of N = (0, 1, 2 ,...I we get: 
where s = CjE J aj’px, is a simple @I, 9+)-measurable function of E into R+ . 
But 
%(XA = ai for x, E X,j E im, 
* s(fa(xaI>> = % for f&d Ef,<X,j>. 
Thus, 
(0 < s, < u,) -3 (0 d s < u) 
Therefore, 
s sup I 
s, dA, = sup 
I 
s dh. 
OSS,S% x, osssu f,(Xd 
We thus proved the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let I be a directed preordered set. Let (Ea , feJ be a direct system 
of sets with respect to the family of mappings (fpa : E, z EB) satisfp*ng the 
following conditions: 
(9 AdXJ E ‘%, V-K E mm w h ere XI& is a u-algebra in E, , for each CII < ,8. 
(ii) fBa is an injective (2AE , 911u1,) -measurable function, whenever OL < /I. Let 
9+ be the Borel u-algebra in R+ = [0, co]. Let f  be the canonical mapping of 
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G = UOIEI E, x {a> onto E = lim E, ; let fa be the restriction off to the set E, 
for each ar E I. Let (hJaEI be a direct system of measures [I, Sect. 4, Theor. 21 and 
X = l& A, the measure on 1uz, direct limit of the system (h,)as1. Let (E, %N, A) be the 
direct limit measure space of the family (EN, ‘!&, hJa61 of measures spaces [ 1, Sect. 4, 
Theor. 31. Let (Us : E, --j R+),,s be a direct system of positive (Wn, , B’,)-measurable 
functions and u = lim u, the direct limit function of the direct system (u,),,~ . 
Under these conditions, ifI = jx u dh is the integral over X E 9A of the (5JJ& 9+)- 
measurable function u, with respect to the positive measure A, then there exists a 
unique 01 E I, such that 
Conversely, fhr each 01 E I, the integral of the (Dan, , B+)-measurable function u, of 
the direct system (u,),~~ , is given by 
I(q) = j u, dx, = j u dh. 
& fa<Xa> 
2. Integration of direct limits of real measurable functions 
Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, let k8 be the Bore1 u-algebra in the 
extended real line R = [-co, +co]. Let (21, : E, + II&r be a direct system of 
real (9J& , a)-measurable functions. 
By setting u.+ = sup(0, u,), uar- = sup(0, -u,), we have u, = u,+ - u,- and 
the integral over X, E Y.J&, of u, , with respect to A, is given by 
(1) 
provided that at least one of the integrals on the right side of (1) is finite. In 
this case, the left side of (1) is in R. If u = h u, , it is easy to show that 
u = uf - u-, where u+ = lim ua+ and u- = l& u,-. Then 
I(u) = jxEm u dA = jx u+ dA - Jl, u- dA = I(u+) - I(u-) (2) 
if at least one of the number I(u+) and l(u-) is finite. But 
I(u+) = O<~~~zl+ S, S+ dh with S+ = C aj+vxi, aj+ E R+ and Xi E fl Vj E J/ 
. . jEJ 
3 
s 
sf dh = c a,+h(X n X,) 
x +2J 
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S- 3a E I such that X = f@(X,>, Xj = fe(Xaj), X, E ma, X,j E !D&, Vj E J, 
according to the Proposition 1, 
where 
On the other hand, 
Likewise, one can show that I(u-) = sx, u,- dh, . Thus, 
j/dh= sx,um+dx,-~x~ua-dA, = jxaumdx, 
Conversely, for each OL E I, the integral I(U) of u is given by 
I(%,) = j- ua+ dh, - 1 u,- dh, , 
xa X, 
provided that at least one of the numbers of right side of (4) is finite. But 
f 
u,+ dh, = 
s 
u+ dA and 
s 
u,- dA, = 
X, fa<XcJ x, s fa(Xor> 14- dh, 
by virtue of Theorem 1 implies 
(3) 
(4) 
I&J = j- 
% 
II, dh, = J’, (x > u dh. 
a cl 
This proves the following 
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COROLLARY. If44 = Jxm u dA, there exists a 01 E I such that 
I(u) = s, u dh = j- u, dA, . 
XLY 
Conversely, for each 01 E I, one has 
I(uJ = j u, dh, = 1 u dh. 
& for<&> 
3. Integration of direct limits of real random variables 
Let (E, W, P) be the direct limit probability space of the direct system of 
probability spaces (Em , 92, , P&i [l, Sect. 4, Theor. 4; 41). For each 01 E I, let 
U, : E, + R be a real random variable on the measurable space (Em , ‘9&J, i.e., 
a (!I& , a)-measurable function [5, Def. 2, 2.2 and Prop. 2, 2.31. 
The integral of a simple random variable s, with respect to the Probability 
P, is given by 
Let (ua : E, -+ if8)01EI be a direct system of real random variables. Then (cf. 
Prop. 3) u = lim u, is also a real random variable and the integral over X E ‘$JI 
of u with respect to the probability P = lim P, is given by 
I(u) = s, u dP = s, u+ dP - j-x u- dP. 
But according to the corollary of Theorem 1, there exists a unique 01 E I such that 
Conversely, for each 01 E 1, the integral of the real random variable u, is given by 
(cf. Cor. of Theor. 1) 
I(u,) = j- 
xm 
u, dP, = s, (x ) u dP. 
OL w. 
Remark. The integral of a real random variable w is also called expectation 
of u and is denoted again by E(u), f  u(x) P(dx), s u dP, or even s u. 
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